They come with a rich collection of
inspirational videos, interviews, articles,
web links, social media platforms, music,
a musical, teaching tools,
... and Action Packs by young
and adult changemakers of our time

With media enabling the presence of
Youth Leadership in every classroom,
... In 20 languages.

With media and methods for reaching and
involving the entire school community,
... year-round.

With a support program for student clubs,
... taking monthly actions, implementing
sustainability solutions with impact,
changing lives, making headlines,
causing ripple effects,
... making changemaking a lifestyle.

All this starts with a Spark.
A Spark Session in class
using videos and stories
of 44 young heroInes

It can be strengthened
with a 'live' webcast
or 'live' speech
meeting at eye-level
encouraging action
tips and consultation
project-planning

OUR ENCOUNTER
CAN BE IN CLASS

AT SCHOOL

VIA WEBCAST

IN WORKSHOPS

AT NATURE CAMPS
& SUMMER CAMPS

AT WE DAY

ROCKING SCHOOLS
& MUSICAL FESTIVALS

IN MUSICALS
& MUSIC VIDEOS

ON MEDIA

AT EVENTS
& CONFERENCES

AT THE UNITED NATIONS

AT GATHERINGS
OF SACRED TRADITIONS

AT DEMONSTRATIONS

and if needed, IN COURT
SUING THE GOVERNMENT

PICK YOURS!

MEET
THE SPEAKERS

JULIA + EMMA MOGUS.
BOOKS WITH NO BOUNDS
Enormous Book Drives for Aboriginal Schools
of Northern Ontario. 35,000 books & more
When Julia and Emma learned that aboriginal children are five years behind in
reading skills, suicide rates are high, and
that literacy can be a way out of poverty,
they decided to help. Being avid readers
and passionate volunteers, they set out to
bring quality books to First Nation children.
In two years, they have raised 35,000
good as new books, inspired schools and
citizens for supporting their peers up North,
established partnerships with publishers,
authors, airlines, computers, teaching tools,
and are developing libraries for communities they have visited.
Media are following their progress, and a
nationwide audience has voted for them to win the Shreedies Search
for Goodness Award.
Students of all ages love to contribute, and mobilize their own schools
in support of Books With no Bounds. On average, schools contribute
one thousand books.
ARE YOU JOINING?

ONTARIO, Canada + WEBCAST

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES

Learn about the situation of aboriginal children in Canada
Discover the value of reading
Make a fundraiser in support of
Julia and Emma's shippings
Make enormous book drives for
aboriginal children or underpriviledged schools in your country
Video: http://bit.ly/1eVy7S9
See how their journey has
unfolded http://bit.ly/1iG1UOb

RECOGNITION: World Children's Prize Ambassadors, Endorsement by
the Prime Minister , Jubilee Peace Medallion, Diana Award and many
more. High demand for speeches and workshops. Shreddies Commercial,
national winner.

CASSANDRA LIN. TURN GREASE INTO FUEL
Recycling Restaurant Cooking Oils to Biofuel
$120,000 Profits go to Social Causes
Cassandra and friends collect and sell used
cooking oils from local restaurants to
biofuel companies. They donate their profit
share to social causes.
Cassandra started when she was only 10
years old, quickly built a network of partner
restaurants, changed legislation (earlier
considered impossible by adults), raised
recycling awareness and became a CNN
Heroine. She is scaling the initiative with
her student club.
The project has cascading positive impacts
on climate, waste reduction, recycling,
renewable energies and social causes.
Cassandra aims to spread this model statewide, nationally and globally
- led by student clubs, and supporting social causes.
Students are in a particularly good position to introduce and run this
Social Business.
ARE YOU STARTING THIS IN YOUR CITY?

NE-USA / Canada + WEBCAST

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES

Research the local situation, legislation on used cooking oils, and
biofuel companies
Document your results and send
them to us. Would you like to
launch the program? You can,
even if it exists.
Start a T.G.I.F program
Donate your profit cut to
social causes of your choice
Video: http://bit.ly/19abto8

RECOGNITION: CNN Heroine, Presidential Award, TEDx Speaker, and
many more. Demand for speeches and presentations around the globe.

GABRIELLE POSARD. DONATE DON'T DUMP
Turning still Fresh Foods
away from Dumps to People's Plates
96 billion pounds of food go to landfills
in the USA, every year. This is 40% of
our food. Still, 1 in 4 children go hungry.
Gabrielle was 12 years old, when she
decided to end this, by setting up direct
partnerships between grocery chains and
food banks, based on The Good Samaritan
Food Act signed by Pre-sident Clinton
freeing businesses from liability..
Gabrielle and her 4,000 volunteers turn
20,000 pounds of good food away from
dumps every month, for a 10x increase
of fresh fruits and vegetables for food
banks. They have saved 900,000+ pounds
of fresh foods from going to landfills.
She has also introduced a school program to stop the compulsory
daily fruits from ending up in trash cans. Instead, they are now
carefully collected, so that students and staff can take them home.
Gabrielle's teen-led model for businesses, food banks and schools is
urgently needed, and can be replicated in thousands of cities across
North America, and in a hundred thousand more all over the globe.
ARE YOU JOINING?

SW-USA + WEBCAST

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES

Research the situation of food
waste, hunger and food banks in
your city and country
Study the DDD curriculum
Set up a Donate Don't Dump program in your school
Set it up in your city
Do a Sandwich Run
Document your experience
Submit it to us and the media
Video: http://bit.ly/Y6UtK8

RECOGNITION: Media coverage across North America. Huffington Post.
People Magazine.

LULU CERONE. PARTY WITH A PURPOSE
A Culture of Philanthro-Parties
for our Favourite Causes
When Lulu learned that 700 million people
lack access to clean water, she put a twist
on a simple LemonAID Stand and turned
it into a boys vs. girls LemonAID War.
When this became a big hit social event
for her 5th grade class, she vowed to find
more ways to “Make social activism part
of my generation’s social life.”
Lulu founded LemonAID Warriors to create
ideas that turn a kid’s compassion into
action through Philanthro-Parties. “When
you party with a purpose, it helps those
in need and ADDS to the fun.” Mattel
adopted her action plans and created the
Monster High character Boo-Lu, the Ghoul
Who Gives Back and her ideas spread to
millions around the world.
She has developed philanthroparty-planning templates to support her
sustainable water projects in Africa. But her action plans can be applied
to any cause! Birthday parties, back yard bbq’s, school dances or
simple sleep-overs are transformed into opportunities to raise funds
or awareness. Lulu hopes to integrate social activism into classroom
lessons and school social events with a focus on hands-on activities.
WHICH CAUSES DO YOU PARTY FOR?
ARE YOU JOINING HER WATER MISSION FOR AFRICA?

SW-USA + WEBCAST

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES

Get inspired by Lulu's examples,
and use her Philanthro-Party template
Throw a Philanthro-Party
for a favourite cause
Support Lulu's
Water for Africa program
Are you up for a LemonAID War
Girls vs Boys? Or something similar? Be wild!
Send us your fun documentation,
make headlines!
Video: http://bit.ly/ZAv365

RECOGNITION: Gloria Barron Prize, Presidents Volunteer Award,
Prudential Spirit of Community Award. Khols Cares, Montage
Humanitarian Award, USA TODAY, TIME Magazine for Kids, Monster
High, Young Icons, UNITED NATIONS event speaker and more.

ROBYN HAMLYN. "BLUE COMMUNITIES"
3-pronged Legislation for a Future
with Abundant Clean Water
When Robyn learned about the rapidly
evolving water crisis, of grave effects even
on her own water rich country of Canada,
she set out to promote the "Blue Community" resolution (designed by Maude
Barlow, Council of Canadians) to city
councils across Ontario.
1. Make water a human right
2. Keep / make water public
3. Ban bottled water from municipal
buildings
The response to this 13 year old is huge!
A dozen city councils have adopted the
full 3-pronged resolution. Others have
implemented parts of it.
Mayors and schools across the nation are inviting her to speak, inspired
students ask how they can make their home city a Blue Community.
Robyn is passionate about educating her generation about water
issues, sound water consumption, and to see all of Canada's cities
turn "Blue".
IS YOUR CITY NEXT?

ONTARIO, Canada + WEBCAST

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES

Learn about the global,
national and regional water situation, and bottled water
Research regional legislation about
bottled water, keeping water public, clean, affordable, and making
it a human right
Study the Blue Communities Resolution, ask your local city council
to pass it
Video: http://bit.ly/1mWf3HW

RECOGNITION: Twenty city councils have adopted full or part of the
resolution. High demand for speeches.

RACHEL PARENT. KIDS RIGHT TO KNOW
TRANSPARENT FOOD CHOICES
For our Right as Citizens to Decide what we
Choose to Buy and Eat
When 12 year old Rachel learned about
the controversies surrounding products
containing genetically manipulated organisms in the food chain, epidemic rise
of allergies and illness, she started studying
expert websites, and organizing colourful
"Kids Right To Know" marches.
Millions of cbc and youtube viewers have
seen her stunning appearance on cbc, as
she calmly deconstructed bullyish tv host
O'Leary's pro-GMO arguments as myth,
untrue and unscientific, until Lang and
O'Leary agreed to the need for GMO labelling to stop Canada's citizens being
misused as "lab rats".
Passionate about educating her generation for a friendly food future,
she leads a network of young people organizing Kids Right To Know
Marches demanding that Canada establish safe, ethical science standards
for foods and label GMO products, following the example of 70nations.
70% of Canada's foods contain GMO ingredients. Which ones?
DO YOU WISH TO KNOW, IF THE STUFF YOU BUY IS KILLING YOU?

ONTARIO, Canada + WEBCAST

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES

Browse expert statements, court
rulings, medical examinations, strict
labelling regulations and bans about
unfulfilled claims, myths, bad governance, criminal and human
rights abuses surrounding the GMO
industry
Learn about the United Nations'
position on global food security
Organize Kids Right To Know Marches, make headlines, push for
ethical, scientific and peoplefriendly food testing
Take a Social Experiment: Live
GMO-free for 2, 3, 4 weeks, share
a daily post in our facebook stream
Video: http://bit.ly/17kldJD

Rachel is planning a learning journey to India with Right Livelihood
Award laureate Vandana Shiva to explore thriving model solutions for
food abundance, and Indian states switching to 100% organic agriculture. Follow her journey "live" online, and educate yourself check on
rural and urban model solutions for healthy food abundance with our
groundbreaking 200-page book "Learning with Rachel & Friends".
RECOGNITION: Rachel is a WE DAY speaker, and has received an
incredible amount of requests for interviews, speeches, conferences,
and film productions, globally.

XIUHTEZCATL MARTINEZ. EARTH GUARDIANS
STOP FRACKING. PROTECT THE EARTH
For a Healthy Earth, Climate, and Water
Xiuhtezcatl is a familiar name in all parts
of the globe. At 6 years of age, he took
a mic and explained to people that every
living thing is sacred. This awareness
safely guides us to transform all harmful
practices, and live as true "Earth Guardians".
Xiuhtezcatl and friends rally to stop
sticide use in parks, fracking, GMO's, but just demanding doesn't change things.
We all have to learn the solutions and
apply them. And boy, they do!
Earth Guardian clubs are thriving. From
the US to Brazil, to Australia and Africa,
kids join, learn and act to create the world
they deserve!
A new lifestyle, gatherings, plantings, Hip Hop jams, and with youth
from every state, they are suing the US government for not protecting
their future, singing "Live As If Our Future Matters" at demonstrations,
major festivals and the United Nations.
Will you start the next Earth Guardians Club?
HOW ABOUT LIVING LIKE AN INHABITANT
OF A PEACEFUL, GLOBAL, SACRED CIVILIZATION?

SW-USA + WEBCAST

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES

View Xiuh's videos. Here is one:
http://bit.ly/1c3xULb
Explore the Earth Guardians
website, share discoveries
Search the internet for Xiuhtezcatl,
share discoveries
Take a Social Experiments challenge: Live the Earth Guardians
50 Ways of Sustainable Lifestyle
for 1, 2, 3, even 4 weeks. Document your breakthroughs/breakdowns with a daily
post
Listen, learn, perform Voice of
Youth songs. Write your own. Send
us your recording!
Make up your mind, considering
fourty years of warnings, advocacy
and escalating childhood diseases: Do adult generations in politics,
business and citizens live up to their responsibility for you, youth,
society and the planet? Listen to "Takin' You To Court". Perform it.
Send us your recording
Research global, national and regional public / hidden pollution through
emissions from the nuclear, fracking, oil and farming industry. Listen
to "What the Frack". Perform it, send us your boombastic video
Hint: Your performances can be professional, amateur, public, campaign
video style or crazy group stuff
Reflect on Xiuh's words about Earth and life being sacred, about
sacred practice, and the power of sacred traditions for his - and
potentially your - strength as an Earth Guardian. Take a Social
Experiment: take up a sacred practice for 2, 3, or 4 weeks and share
your experience in a daily blog post

MADI & RHIANNON. PROJECT ORANGS
Turn the global Palm-Oil Industry Sustainable!
Madi and Rhiannon were preparing for
their Girl Scout Bronze Award, when they
discovered a shocking fact. And it was
right in time for their favorite treat: Girl
Scout cookies!
The 11 year old friends were researching
the endangered Orang Utan and found
that the production of palm oil contributes
to the destruction of the Orang Utan's
rainforest habitat.
In a powerful online campaign, they
mobilized over 70,000 people and generated such broad media coverage that Girl
Scouts USA adopted a palm oil policy for
their products as a result. This is a step in the right direction, but the
girls are not done yet.
In robust steps, they have now convinced Kellogg's to enforce a
sustainable palm oil policy, tracking down their sources, and are close
to achieving it with major companies affecting 50% of global palm oil
trade! Join, pressure, we need it to become 100%.
They are now working to start a movement demanding traceable and
responsible palm oil sources to ensure the protection of the forests,
animals, and people of Southeast Asia, South America and Africa.
ARE YOU JOINING?

W-USA + WEBCAST

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES

Support and start campaigns
petitioning big cereal and candy
companies to go forest friendly
Go big - make Orang flash mobs
in public, spread awareness, make
headlines. Yes... costumes!
Learn your labels: palm oil free
and deforestation free. Search
your grocery store for products
containing palm oils. Start with
candy and Nutella. Drop them
from your menu for 4 weeks. Create palm oil free treat yourself.
Organize a palm oil yummy treats
feed-in, and a Philanthro-Party for
Orang Utan Sanctuaries.
Earn your Rainforest Hero Badge,
and then spread the program to
a zoo near you
Video: http://bit.ly/185SeuU
Video: speech at the UN, 2436min, http://bit.ly/Q8q4Z6

RECOGNITION: UNITED NATIONS Forest Hero Award. Roots & Shoots
National Youth Leaders. GS Bronze, Silver, Gold Awards, and many
more.

AVALON THEISEN. CONSERVE IT FORWARD
Protect our Frogs and Wetlands
Frogs are green, funny, give huge concerts,
and teach us how to swim. This we know.
Frogs are also known as an indicator
species, telling us about the health of our
wetlands - which store and clean our water,
and provide incredibly rich feeding grounds
for myriads of animals.
To protect and restore this precious gift,
Fairy Frogmother decided to bring frog
wisdom to Earth’s children in the shape
of a ten year old girl, carrying a name
evoking our memory of the ancient forest:
Avalon!
A citizen scientist, speaker, activist,
filmmaker and explorer all in one, you
meet her walking swamps, climbing forest trees, creating backyard
mini-habitats, and teaching kids, always surrounded by frogs, snakes,
toads and turtles with beautiful eyes!
Avalon invites you to join her to discover and protect your environment
– with lots of fun!
ARE YOU READY TO CROAK & GET YOUR FEET WET?

SE-USA + WEBCAST

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES

Discover Avalon's world in her videos, her website, facebook stream
and Frog Log journals
Build an urban mini-habitat
Learn about amphibians from the
amphibian survival alliance website
Research threatened amphibians
of your region, study good habitat
management. Learn about ecosystem restoration
Go on a Mystery Day Out in a
swamp or wetland. Observe with
all your senses at high alert.
Include dawn or dusk for the ultimate experience. Document and
submit the day's special moments
Report observed threatened species to the inaturalist platform
Submit a traditional swamp tale
Set up The Amphibians Exhibit at school, a zoo, a nature centre
Direct a Human Frog Chorus, submit your recording
Do a Frog Session for younger peers
Nominate a Frog species
AND a Biodiversity HeroIne
for our YL card games
Video: http://bit.ly/1mWdJEY
RECOGNITION: Gloria Barron Prize, Action for Nature Award, TEDx
Speaker, Pachas Pajamas Musicial speaker, and many more. High
demand as speaker and workshop leader at schools, nature and
summer camps.

CHLOE FALKENHEIM. VEG YOUTH
Helping Teenagers Change to their favourite
Lifestyle: vegan, vegetarian, harm-free
Chloe was 6 when she developed a love
for pigs. Tears welled up whenever she
heard of people eating ‘pork’. Her decision
was set. Developing witty methods for
replacing meat at home, at school, anywhere, Chloe switched to a non-killing diet.
When she heard of cruelties on dairy and
egg farms, she knew it was time for a
vegan diet. Unsure at first, just like her
parents, they soon realized that it is not
a big deal!
Chloe soon noticed, that ‘many teens
wanted to change to their preferred diet,
but had little power over what they ate.’
Her experiences turned out to be precious for friends, too! They form
‘Vegetarian Youth’ clubs at school, inspiring, empowering each other
for lightly living their favourite lifestyle: free from harm, guilt and
health worries. Peaceful, and full of yummy surprises! The movement
is thriving. From 5 to 50 clubs in a few months!
HOW ABOUT A HARM-FREE LIFESTYLE?

NE-USA / Canada + WEBCAST

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES

Explore the VegYouth website,
share your discoveries
Which myths have you believed
in so far?
Organize a myth-busting film
session
Study vegan activist interviews,
share what you have learned
Use the vegan delights on the
web to give your school a treat
with vegan yummy feed-ins
Take a "Vegan Challenge" Social
Experiment for 1, 2, 3 or 4 weeks,
report your adventure in our
facebook stream
Create a mindmap on the relations
of veganism on animals, farming
culture, climate, vitality, health
worries, and more
Be an expert: How to lead a
healthy, balanced vegan or
vegetarian lifestyle?
Start a Veg Club at school
Website: http://bit.ly/1jXPAee

RECOGNITION: 50 VegYouth Clubs around the globe, VegYouth's
Advisory board is a Who is Who of the Vegan and harm-free lifestyle
movement

VOLUNTEEN NATION
Youth-led Database of Volunteering Opportunities
Simone and Jake Bernstein have always
been passionate about taking action for
positive change. At the same time, they
have always felt a gap between young
people and organizations providing such
opportunities. A gap that could easily be
closed.
They created VolunTEEN Nation – a website
promoting volunteerism, posting about
offers, grants, special announcements and
events.
The win-win model quickly went national,
now with 8,000 opportunities listed and
more than 200 ambassadors inspiring tens
of thousands of youth to embark on
journeys of exciting, enriching volunteering experiences. Jake and
Simone spend six hours a day responding to hundreds of requests
from young people.
VolunTEEN Nation now starts connecting youth all over the world.
ARE YOU JOINING?

SE-USA + WEBCAST

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES

Explore volunteering
opportunities in your region
Take a Social Experiment:
Volunteer for a week-end in an
unlikely environment, report your
experience on our facebook page
Contribute to the
VolunTEEN Nation database.
Organize a VolunTEEN Fair
in your community
Connect your city and country to
VolunTEEN Nation
Video: http://bit.ly/1a7rEkc

RECOGNITION: 2010 L’Oreal Paris Women of Worth. Huffington Post
Person of the Day. 2012 Forbes 30 under 30.

HASSAN SAEED.
OPEN DOORS LITERACY PROJECT
100-Day Literacy Trainings for Village Girls
'What’s the big deal about learning to read
and write?’ you may think.
Well, some teen-age girls can tell you:
“I have been married to a man I did not
even know. My day consists of waking up,
cooking, cleaning, sleeping. I have no
hope for a change, ever. I hope my sisters
will have it better.”
For their sisters, hope comes in the person
of Hassan, a university student taking the
bus - for 100 days - to go to villages and
train a group of girls in the safety of their
own yards.
Hassan has faced threats, at gunpoint,
but kept going. The effects are overwhelming! As they can read the
news, and can handle numbers, his students open shops, are inspired
to bring development to their villages, do not get married away, their
parents are proud!
Will you help Hassan continue his work?
You can even meet 'his' groups 'live' via online video!
ARE YOU JOINING?

PAKISTAN VIA WEBCAST

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES

Learn about the little uplifting
outlook on life for girls and
women in some parts of the world
with so far limited opportunities
Be amazed by the impact of
literacy, access to information
and societal discourse
What skills do you need for the
slightest shop or enterprise?
PhilanthroParty for a group of
girls
Follow their progress
Meet live on skype
Sponsor a micro entrepreneur
with a fair micro-credit
Report your experience and new
discoveries to the media. Change
worldview of tens of thousands.
Build support for a global alliance
of humanity
Website: http://bit.ly/18iHfyn

VOICE OF YOUTH
Sing the Spirit of the Change Generation
Every generation has its sound, its
distinctive spirit: the ‘60s rocked it out
with legendary lyrics, the ’90s had humanity united on the dancefloor with its
electronic beats, and now, in 2013, new
music and art are emerging - radiating
the spirit of a Change Generation that
puts love to the Planet first, who says
‘No’ to destruction, is taking action and
creating change every day!
Voice of Youth conveys this very spirit!
They are an intercultural band of Earth
Guardians experiencing and creating
change in every sense of the word. Their
lead singers are full-time activists, just
10 and 13 years old.
They open major music festivals, lead demonstrations, rock schools,
jam with spiritual leaders at United Nations conferences, and are the
stars at press conferences.
Voice of Youth are singing FROM THE HEART
of the Change Generation. Sing it! Live it. Be The Change!
ADD YOUR VOICE TO THE SONG!

SW-USA + WEBCAST

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES

Learn singing their songs with
100% heartcore hero spirit
Find your passion
Dream up and sing your own
Perform, record, submit!
Album: http://bit.ly/18uIfKY
Web: http://bit.ly/17kqfpv

PERFORMANCES: the UN Rio+20 summit. The UN in New York. ARISE
Festival. Uplift Festival. Power Shift Conference. No to Keystone XL.
Students of Colour, and many more.

We aim to make
the best
of our encounter
for you,
for students,
for teachers,
for the speakers,
for their initiatives,
for the world.

COMMON EVENTS
missing out on potentials
First, let's look at a few aspects of common
speaker sessions limiting (y)our experience.
PREPARATION

FOLLOW-UP

Theoretic study
of the matter

Often, no follow up
at all. Maybe more
theoretic study

meeting

Sometimes no
preparation at all

Are inspired students equipped for
follow up action?

Speakers are often expected to
1. give a powerpoint presentation about the cause, or
2. tell their story, then do
3. a brief Q&A session

Usually not.
And so, the momentum is lost, the inspiration withers, back
to apathy

SUBOPTIMAL ASPECTS
1

3

2

Why do we use
heroes to read
texts and view
videos about
basic information
that we can
watch ourselves?

If the audience is not used to
hero spirit and the cause, it
is difficult for them to connect
deeply, reflect, ask burning
questions, make decsions
and have a memorable, transformational experience.

This cause is about
life and death. Aren't
we missing the point,
if we do not include
relevant action with
tangible impact?

BORING :-/

NO PERSONAL GROWTH :-/

NO IMPACT :-(

We aim to enable inspirational student-led
follow-up action with tangible impact, so that
participants can unfold their own Inner HeroIne >>>

OUR APROACH
PREPARATION
Study the
HeroIne's
Action Pack

Take action
on causes

Choose your
favourite causes

Spark Session
with many youth
leader stories
(see Guidebook
for Teachers)

The preparations are simple.
Each module can be completed in a single lesson, as
homework, or in selforganized activities.

meeting
Through study, discussion, eventually even activities and impact,
students meet the super hero
1. at eye level
2 for meaningful dialogue
3. learning insider knowledge
and latest news and anecdotes
4. ask their burning questions
5. share their experiences
6. celebrate achievements!
7. ask for tips for optimum impact
8. even make plans together
= they are meetings as changemakers! A fantastic experience!
9. Also for the Speakers!
= we are meeting as ONE.

FOLLOW-UP
Exciting follow-up is
possible, using
tools and YL community services

Take action
on the cause
Submit documentation to YL,
Hero + media!
Form a student
club. Never stop!
Speak to others!
Be the hero, now
Plan for the next
webcast!

MINIMUM preparation: Study the HeroIne's Action Pack:
video + story + activities that are part of his or her quest

FULL preparation: Take Action Pack actions, like fundraisers, campaigning,
social experiments, researching local potentials, implementing the project

OPTIMAL presentation: Do a Spark Session, vividly exposing the entire
class to a deeply memorable experience of studying, presenting, discussing 20
to 40 young changemakers, and setting up their poster exhibit in class, eventually
even in school, thereby reaching more youth, using their new skills through
presentations and above-mentioned activities. Inspired students may have
chosen their favourite causes, founded a student club and be very active.

!

TIP: A card game in class, a folder with posters and
Action kits are very precious tools.
TIP: "Seed in" YL HeroInes throughout the year.
TIP: A "HeroInes of the Month" Mini Exhibit, tuned to
current UN Theme Days. Assign a brief research and
presentation task, using a poster and mindmap of
actions. Students can add sticky notes with ideas and
facts to this mini Exhibit. Propose taking action.
TIP: Go public, outside the classroom.
TIP: YL Clubs are natural masters at this.

UN Theme Days accompany us through the year.
JAN. Braille. Holocaust. Street Children
FEB. Radio. Wetlands. FGM. LGBT
MAR. Women. Forests. Water. Stop Street Harassment
APR. (Mother) Earth Day. Landmines. Sport for Dvt.
MAY. Migr. Bird. Families. Biodiversity. Turtles
JUN. Environment. Oceans. Child Labour. Refugees
JUL. Cooperatives. Population. Friendship
AUG. Indig. People. Youth. Orang Utans. Shark Week
SEP. Literacy. Peace. Tourism. Pirate Talk Day
OCT. Teachers. Habitat. Girls. Rural Women. Food. UN
NOV. World Toilet. Children. Palestinian People
DEC. AIDS. Volunteer. Soil. Human Rights. Mountains
Calendar + resources: www.youth-leader.org/calendar

www.youth-leader.org/booking.html

